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SCOTTISH COUNCIL 2019:  
MOTIONS AND AMENDMENTS - GUIDANCE AND SUBMISSION FORMS 

1. This guidance and attached forms have been developed by the Scottish Council
Executive Committee (SCEC) after consultation with the Agenda Committee (AC).
Please use these forms to submit a motion, or an amendment to a motion, to Scottish
Council.  Before finalising the terms of a motion and submitting it, you are encouraged
to read this guidance.

2. Motions, or amendments to motions, may be submitted by:
- any Ramblers Scotland Area or Group; or
- any organisation affiliated to Scottish Council; or
- any two people who are:

~ Honorary Officers of Scottish Council;  
~ SCEC members; 
~ AC members, or  
~ Board of Trustee representatives to Scottish Council. 

3. There are limits on the number of motions that can be submitted to Scottish Council,
namely:
- two motions from each Ramblers Scotland Group;
- three motions from each Ramblers Scotland Area;
- two motions from each organisation affiliated to Scottish Council; and
- in the case of motions submitted by any two people who are Honorary Officers,

SCEC members, AC members or Board of Trustee representatives, no person
may be one of the submitters of more than two motions.

4. There are no limits on the number of amendments to motions.

ADVICE ON HOW TO SUBMIT A MOTION TO SCOTTISH COUNCIL 

Why submit a motion? 

5. Scottish Council represents an opportunity to discuss and debate any matters of
importance to Ramblers Scotland. One way to find out if your opinion is shared by
other Ramblers throughout Scotland is to have a debate followed by a vote.   If you
have an idea for something Ramblers Scotland should be doing, or a policy it should
be pursuing, or if a matter is felt to be of national relevance, a formal motion to Scottish
Council is a possible approach. Motions can be about urging SCEC or external bodies
to take action; and debating and voting on a motion is a way to call for action of a
certain kind or to achieve a particular purpose. The action might be public-facing, such
as a new statement of Ramblers Scotland policy, or the adoption of a certain
campaign, or it might be internal action such as promoting some new activity. Motions
should concern strategy and policy, rather than day-to-day operations which are dealt
with by staff. The SCEC will normally be obliged to comply with motions passed at
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Scottish Council. After Scottish Council, SCEC meets to consider any such motions 
and to decide on the appropriate action to take in each case. 

6. Whilst we are keen to encourage motions to Scottish Council, there are also other
ways to generate policy discussions within Ramblers Scotland. Your Area or Group
could ask SCEC to consider a topic. You could contact the staff to find out if there is
already work being done on a topic. SCEC is also looking into whether to have a policy
discussion forum at Scottish Council that is more informal than a 'motion' debate.

7. We suggest that before developing a motion, you refer to the Ramblers Scotland 10
Year Vision and Strategic Framework 2016 – 20261 as motions that are inconsistent
with it may be less likely to succeed.

8. It is also worth considering whether the subject matter of a proposed motion is within
the areas of responsibility of Ramblers Scotland which broadly correspond with the
powers devolved to the Scottish Parliament under the Scotland Act. For example a
motion dealing with telecommunications, which is reserved to the Westminster
Parliament, might be more appropriate for General Council rather than Scottish
Council.

Getting help in drafting motions 

9 If you are thinking of bringing forward a motion, you should ensure that you have 
sufficient knowledge of the topic.  Check your facts.  In many cases it would be useful 
to find out whether Ramblers Scotland already has current policy which is relevant: this 
can be discussed informally with staff in the Ramblers Scotland team.  However, you 
should not feel that you cannot put forward a motion if it is not in line with current 
policy.  If you disagree with current policy, then others may feel the same, and a 
motion to Scottish Council would be the most democratic way of ensuring that policy 
truly reflects the views of the membership. Support and advice on the current policies 
of Ramblers Scotland is available from staff. Advice on the framing and wording of 
motions is available from the Convener of the AC (currently Barry Pottle, contact email:  
luckydollar@btinternet.com) 

Some tips on preparing good motions 

10. Please ensure that the motion submitted:
- is addressed as a statement from Scottish Council;
- makes clear what action is being called for, and if more than one action, itemise

them clearly; and
- makes clear who is being called upon to act.

11. The addition of background notes can aid the understanding of the reasoning behind
the motion. A short motion is easier for delegates to understand, and is less likely to be
amended.

12. Motions should be framed in the context of the Ramblers’ charitable objects2 and, if
passed, become adopted and agreed by Scottish Council as its view or desire.
Motions therefore need to be worded as if already adopted by Council (it is up to the
debate and the vote to decide whether this is, in fact, the case).  Examples of wordings
for motions are:

1 http://www.ramblers.org.uk/~/media/Files/Scotland%20microsite/2016%20Booklet_digital.pdf?la=en 
2 www.ramblers.org.uk/about-us/what-we-do/charitable-objectives.aspx 
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- “This Scottish Council believes….     and therefore urges” 
- “This Scottish Council deplores…     and therefore requests”
- “This Scottish Council commends… and therefore resolves”.

13. It is inappropriate to draft motions as:  e.g. “Ramblers Scotland should do x”, or “We
believe the Scottish Council Executive Committee should do y”.

14. The motion may be easier to understand if any action points are listed clearly.  For
example:
- “This Scottish Council calls upon the Scottish Government to:

~ recognise that….
~ legislate in order to…..; and
~ spend more money on……”

15. Good motions express an unambiguous view of what they want to happen as a result
of the motion being passed.  This usually means that they need to be clear as to:
- What action is to be taken;
- Who is to take the action.

16. The language used may be influenced by who is being called upon to take action.  If
the motion is addressed internally within Ramblers Scotland (normally to SCEC), then
the language can be direct.  Scottish Council can, for instance “instruct” SCEC to take
action (though SCEC may decline to accept an instruction if it believes that it is beyond
the authority of Ramblers Scotland or would be unlawful).  A motion could, equally,
request or advise Scottish Areas or Groups to take some action.

17. However, if the motion is addressed externally (e.g. to the Scottish Government or to
external agencies), the language needs to reflect the fact that the Ramblers has no
direct power over these organisations.  In these instances, Scottish Council can at best
“urge” or “call upon”.

18. Motions should not call upon “Ramblers Scotland staff” or “Ramblers Scotland office”
to do something. This is because staff are accountable, through the Director Scotland,
to SCEC, and only SCEC is accountable to Scottish Council.

19. When proposing a motion at an Area or Group AGM for submission to Scottish
Council, a suitable form of words might be:
- “This AGM calls upon the Area/Group secretary to submit the following motion

for consideration by Scottish Council:
“This Scottish Council… “”

20. It may be appropriate for an Area or Group to delegate the final adjustment of the
wording of a motion to its Secretary or Committee, perhaps after seeking advice as
suggested in the section Getting help in drafting motions.

Constitutional motions 

21. In addition to policy motions, motions to amend the Ramblers Scotland Constitution or
Standing Orders can also be submitted. These have to be approved by two-thirds of
those present, eligible to vote and voting at Scottish Council. No alteration to the
Constitution or Standing Orders may take effect without the agreement of the Board of
Trustees.

22. These motions must be worded to indicate the precise changes in wording required,
for example:
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- “It is resolved that the Constitution of the Ramblers Association Scotland be
amended as follows:
In Clause 15.1 delete “xyz” and insert in its place “abc”.

23. Consideration needs to be given to whether a change in one clause may give rise to
inconsistency with other clauses, in which case the motion may need to incorporate a
series of consequential changes.  However, if a number of unconnected changes are
to be proposed, it would be preferable to submit these as separate motions (see Para.
3 for the limits on the number of motions which may be submitted) as Scottish Council
members may wish to vote for one change, but not another.

Submitting the form 

24. Motions and amendments must be formally submitted in writing by specific dates 
which are set out in the Standing Orders. The deadlines for Scottish Council 2019 are 
that submissions must be received by the Ramblers Scotland office by email or post 
by:

4th February 2019 - for all motions (i.e. 32 days before Scottish Council)
2nd March 2019 - for amendments to motions (i.e. 7 days before Scottish Council)

25. Forms may be submitted either by email to the Area & Governance Administrator at: 
scotland@ramblers.org.uk or by post to Ramblers Scotland, Caledonia House, 1 
Redheughs Rigg, South Gyle, Edinburgh, EH12 9DQ.

Urgent motions 

26. Urgent business, not affecting the Constitution, may be moved by any member of
Scottish Council without prior notice but may only be accepted for discussion with the
agreement of two thirds of those present and voting. Initially, therefore, the mover has
to justify why the motion is being moved without prior notice (for example, if it relates to
a government announcement which was not made until after the deadline for motions).
At this stage, there is no discussion on the substance of the motion, only whether it is
to be accepted for discussion.  A vote is taken on acceptance for discussion and, if
passed by the required two thirds majority, a debate and vote on the motion then takes
place as for any other motion, with a simple majority needed to pass it.

Background notes and motion title 

27. A descriptive title for your motion, limited to half a line of text, can be supplied if you
wish.

28. Background notes can be submitted along with the motion on the motion submission
form. Background notes may assist the Agenda Committee, and they will be circulated
to those attending Scottish Council with the text of the motion, to put the motion in
context. Background notes are limited to 250 words.

29. The background notes should clarify any possible ambiguity in the motion and can
usefully include material you might otherwise have put in the text of the motion itself,
thereby helping to keep the motion short. Background notes should be as brief as
possible and worded in such a way that they do not offend or bring the organisation
into disrepute.

The role of the Agenda Committee (AC) 
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30. After the submission deadlines, the motions are passed to the AC. The composition 
and powers of the AC are set out in the Standing Orders. AC will decide on the 
competence of motions. If the wording is unclear or poor then AC may informally 
suggest amendments to improve it.  AC may decide on the compositing of similar 
motions as a single composite motion. AC could decide one motion is to be taken as 
an amendment to another. Finally it decides on the order in which motions are taken, 
which is important if there is insufficient time to debate all the motions. 

 
31. The list of motions submitted shall be circulated to all members of Scottish Council at 

least 21 days before the Scottish Council date. In practice, once AC has considered 
the motions, they prepare an initial Order Paper comprising the list of motions and any 
background notes. This is circulated by the deadline and put on the Ramblers Scotland 
website.   

 
Amendments to motions 
 
32. Anyone eligible to submit a motion may propose an amendment to the wording of a 

motion. An amendment should not rewrite the entire motion in such a way that it 
becomes effectively a different motion, as an amendment that materially changes the 
nature of a motion is likely to be ruled out of order. An amendment should be worded 
in such a way as to indicate precisely what change is desired. For example: 

  “In the nth sentence insert “xyz” after “abc” or 
  Delete from “abc” to “def” and insert in its place “pqr””. 

 
33. Brief background notes, limited to 100 words, can be added to help the AC and 

Scottish Council members if the purpose of the amendment is not obvious. 
 
34. AC meets again prior to Scottish Council and has similar powers for amendments as 

for motions, including compositing similar amendments. If amendments are submitted 
a revised Order Paper issued at the start of Scottish Council. 


